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MaineDOT Stream Crossings-
learning from ten years of 
experience to improve stream 
connectivity through 
transportation structures
Fish Passage 2016
Eric Ham
MaineDOT Biologist
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~10 years of Post Project Fish 
Passage Monitoring
• Flows
– Water Depths 
– Velocities
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‘Direct’ Monitoring
• Direct use of fish
– Short term mark recapture
– PIT
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• Graphic from FHWA adapted from Gubernick (2006)
Appropriate Strategy to Meet Site Requirements
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Regulations
• Maine NRPA- Still focuses on fish passage
• Maine ACOE general permit- requires AOP
– USFS Stream simulation for CAT I
– Designs accounting for AOP at important flows for 
CAT II.
• Atlantic salmon recovery standards require 
USFS stream simulation (recovery plan finished 
public comment period).
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Fish Passage
• Hydraulic design
– Culverts with weirs/ grade control
– Culverts put in at ~0% slope with existing ‘push bar’ 
as a water level/grade control. 
• Designed to maximize the range of flows where 
depths and velocities  are conducive to target 
species passage for a chosen culvert size.
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Monitoring of Crossing Structures Using 
Hydraulic Design for Fish Passage
# Monitored* Successful Unsuccessful
30 17 13
• Common issues when unsuccessful
• Slope
• Downstream grade control
• Irregularities in structures
* Projects in annual fish passage reports starting in 2006
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Successful Hydraulic Design
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Unsuccessful Hydraulic Design
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Optimize Weir Design
• 2-3 inch 
elevation 
differences
• Less than 
4% (one 
site)
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Dunn Brook, Smryna
• 5 internal weir 
structures
• 3 PIT 
antennas to 
collect 
approach and 
passage 
success
• ~100 BKT 
over two 
years
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Dunn Brook, Smyrna PIT Results
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No Slope Design
• Limit use to low 
gradient 
streams
• Limit use in any 
stream with 
existing profile 
disconnects
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Hydraulic Simulation
• Embedded and backfilled
• Not necessarily sized to BFW
• Intent to match stream profile and maintain 
stream substrate
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Monitoring of Crossing Structures 
Using Hydraulic Simulation Design 
for Fish Passage
• Work well for fish passage
• Stream bed material persisting
* Projects in annual fish passage reports starting in 2006
# Monitored* Successful Unsuccessful
40 36 4
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Bottle Brook, Kingsbury
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Whetstone Brook, Brownville
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Whetstone Brook PIT Study
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Whetstone Brook PIT Results
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Stream simulation ‘like’ designs
• Crossing structures in priority 
areas will be designed 
following stream simulation 
guidelines
• Design approach is still in 
discussion
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Bradford Brook, Moro PLT
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Stream Simulation ‘like’
• Develop physical monitoring protocol
– Proof of design over time
• Work on channel form and stream bank 
installation
• Work on design protocol and risk assessment
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Summary- Direct Monitoring Techniques
• Adipose Clip mark-Recapture Studies- Results 
were often inconclusive and weak
– Hard to justify spending money on retrofits
“Results: The site was re-visited the subsequent day. Water temperature was 4°C. The brook trout, 2 shiners, and 1 
blacknose dace were recaptured in the outlet pool; based on known swimming capabilities and flow conditions it is 
assumed they had the ability to swim upstream and simply chose not to move within the time span that had elapsed. 
The remaining sample fish were not recaptured and it is assumed they were within the pipe and unable to be captured, 
escaped the study area, or were removed by predators.”
• PIT- More definitive results
– Use on sites with high chance of success
– Enough information to make informed decision
– Outline appropriate data analysis to be successful 
due to the lack of migratory fish at most sites
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• Graphic from FHWA adapted from Gubernick (2006)
Predictable Designs and Predictable Results 
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Summary
• Past monitoring is informing new designs and 
responsible proposals
– Hydraulic Designs provide fish passage over a range 
of flows
– Hydraulic simulation provides AOP at most flows
– Stream simulation ‘like’ will provide maximum 
ecological benefits in high value areas
– The unsuccessful designs problems have been 
addressed and are now rare
